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Know just how much your home loan is
In response to complaints
about multiple board
rates, banks move
to make rates clearer
씰 Fiona Chan
PROPERTY REPORTER

RECENTLY, many home owners have
been complaining that the interest rates
on their home loans are being changed
suddenly and unexpectedly.
This happens because their home loan
rates are tied to a bank’s board rate – a
benchmark rate that reflects how much
it costs each year to take a loan.
Most banks have multiple board rates.
They set them individually and can
change them at their
own discretion.
Different board rates
apply to different customers, depending on
when they sign up and
what promotions are
available then.
Which rate applies depends on how long a
consumer is taking his
loan, the type of property he is buying, and how
much he is borrowing,
says DBS Bank, one of the biggest players in the home loan market.
But this lack of transparency in terms
of when and why the rates are changed is
making some home buyers unhappy.
The Consumers Association of Singapore said it received at least 14 complaints about board rates last year.
One complaint in recent weeks is that

some banks have raised their board rates
despite predictions that interest rates as
a whole will fall.
Since most banks in Singapore peg
their home and personal loans to their
board rates, this means that mortgage
rates for some banks would also have risen.
For instance, a bank might set its
board rate at 6 per cent, and its home
loan rate at a 2 per cent discount to the
prevailing board rate, or 4 per cent.
If the bank then increases its board
rate to 7 per cent, the home loan rate
would rise to 5 per cent.
Some home buyers avoid uncertainty
by locking in a fixed interest rate for a
few years – but this is usually a higher
rate.
Also, most fixed rate packages lock in
rates only for the first few
years and then peg the rest
of the loan to the board rate.
The complaints from consumers about changing
rates have prompted the Association of Banks in Singapore to say that it is currently working with the banks to
make the use of, and changes to, board rates clearer.
Amid the controversy,
some banks have already
taken steps to make their
loan rates more transparent.
DBS Bank, for instance, has introduced two new home loan packages with
rates that are pegged to publicly available figures.
One, the DBS Managed Mortgage, is
tied to the Singapore Interbank Offered
Rate (Sibor), which is revised every three
months and which measures how much

it costs banks to borrow from each other.
Another, the POSB Home Ideal, is
linked to the CPF Ordinary Account rate.
This has remained at 2.5 per cent a year
since July 1999.
“We offer customers peace of mind
with transparency in home loan interest
rates,” said a DBS spokesperson.
Other banks are looking into setting
up new packages with clearer rates.
OCBC will explore “new and
easy-to-understand home loan packages
with rates pegged to publicly available
benchmarked rates”.
Citibank, which adjusted its rates

twice last year “in line with the market”,
said it is “always looking to fine-tune its
offerings and will consider introducing
similar index-linked packages if there is
a need”.
But it added that it has not had many
complaints about lack of transparency
from customers, whose focus is “more
on value and convenience”.
Elsewhere, Standard Chartered Bank
says its home loans are linked to “an aggregation of different interest rates such
as the Sibor”.
HSBC also said its home loans are
priced from only one board rate, which is

benchmarked against Sibor as well.
Only the bank’s SmartMortgage plan,
which is linked to a current account, is
priced based on a separate board rate,
said Ms Wendy Lim, the head of personal
financial services at HSBC Singapore.
At United Overseas Bank, a spokesman said “all relevant packages and their
associated board rates are made available to customers” before they sign up.
“The bank reviews its products and
services on an ongoing basis, and transparency is an important factor,” he said.
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MY SPACE

Linear design that fits
snugly into a small space

Aviation technician R.D. Yeo, 31,
has a stylish dining area
that can seat up to 10 people.
He tells Reema Jagtiani how
he has maximised the use of
space in the living room of his
four-room flat in Ang Mo Kio

“MY LIVING room is not very big,
and I did not want to end up placing furniture all around in whatever empty space we could find.
I went for a look that is unique
to the small space in the living area, without making it look
cramped.
By sticking to a linear design
concept, my designer managed to
maximise the limited space in my
living room. One of my main con-

cerns was fitting in a dining table.
After we fixed up two large aquariums in the living room next to the
kitchen, there was less space to
work with and I thought it would
be impossible to have a proper
dining area.
To get around that, we attached PVC seats to the wall and
placed a long dining table in front
of it. Not only does the table seat
up to 10 people, but the wooden
table with the glass top and the
classy brown seats also make for
a very stylish dining booth.
The add-ons to the dining area,
such as the grey PVC cushion
backing on the wall, give the
place a special touch. Without
large areas of space to play

Do you have a favourite
space in your home? Send
us a picture. We will
consider the pictures for
publication in STOMP and
The Sunday Times. MMS or
e-mail your pictures to 75557
or 75557@ stomp.com.sg
with the key words “My
Space”.

around with, it was difficult to
have striking features around the
house, so fine details in the design
helped to perk up the overall look
of the hall.
That is exactly why a mirror
with a matte finish was added to
the wall next to the cushion backing. The matte mirror adds a
touch of glamour to the entire living room.
The finishing touch to the
place was a stainless steel overhead lamp – a gift from my designer.
I took to it immediately because it has no elaborate frills and
because of its shape – it really
stands out.”

WITHOUT BIG SPACES TO PLAY WITH, fine
details like the grey PVC cushion
backing on the wall and stainless
steel overhead lamp help to perk up
the stylish dining area, says Mr Yeo.
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